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Foreword

If I  were challenged to lIst the ImperatIves facIng foundatIons In the years  

ahead, here’s where I ’d start:

e	 	We must take smart risks.

e	 	We must commit for the long haul to the issues at the core of our missions.

e	 	We must engage grantees and communities in relationships of mutual respect.

e	 	We must seek sustainable change for the better, not quick fixes.

e	 	We must learn as we go, adapt as we learn, and share what we find.

the organization I lead, the northwest area foundation, believes in those ideas and tries to 
live by them for the benefit of our grantees and to increase our effectiveness. furthermore, as I 
consider our recent history in the period from 1998 to 2008, it’s clear to me that my predecessors 
also believed in them, and tried to act on them in innovative ways. 

yet, as you’ll discover in Gaining .Perspective: .Lessons .Learned .From .One .Foundation’s .Exploratory .
Decade, the foundation’s attempt to execute a strategy animated by these ideas fell short in some 
very important respects. specifically, we failed to implement our ideas consistently and effectively. 
what seemed excellent in theory became very thorny in practice, and we struggled to adapt 
successfully in response to the lessons reality taught us.

this report by fsg social Impact advisors does not evaluate programmatic impact or measure 
outcomes in communities. rather, it focuses on our own ideas, processes, and practices in 
order to lift up lessons that we hope will be of use to peer funders and others. It examines 
one foundation’s experiment with taking bold risks, making large, long-term commitments, 
and partnering directly with communities – exciting ideas about which we have learned some 
humbling lessons.

*  *  *

In the period from 1998 to 2008, the northwest area foundation made a big bet on an 
innovative approach to reducing poverty. Before that time, the foundation awarded relatively 
short-term grants in a variety of program areas. In 1998, the mission was sharpened to a single 
purpose: to help communities reduce poverty. at the heart of the new strategy was a set of place-
based, long-term commitments that were conceived as partnerships with entire communities. 
these fundamental changes were motivated by a desire to target our resources for greater impact 
and by a belief that, in an era of shrinking government, communities had to do for themselves 
what public systems had failed to do for them. 

Gaining .Perspective tells a story of bold leadership, big-picture thinking, innovation, and risk. 
taking smart risks is integral to effective philanthropy. our freedom to test new approaches 
is one of our sector’s most dynamic characteristics. But at the northwest area foundation 
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during the decade in question, we embraced the upside of risk without thoroughly assessing and 
preparing for the downside. 

By the “upside of risk,” I mean that philanthropy is uniquely positioned to venture into 
experiments that neither the private sector nor government has the temerity and flexibility to 
attempt. that spirit of experimentation – of adventure, even – lies at the heart of the social 
value we can provide. we must never walk away from that role. By the “downside of risk,” I 
mean simply that if we’re genuinely exploring new approaches, we’re going to fail – not always, 
of course, but fairly often. It comes with the territory, and it comes at a cost. I believe we found 
ourselves unprepared for that reality from 1998 to 2008.

crucially, I do not mean to suggest that the problem lay in our decision to focus on impoverished 
communities. we know that people struggling to make ends meet have the ideas, energy, and 
creativity to make things better for themselves and their children. we know that pathways out 
of poverty exist, and that it is possible to open new doors of opportunity for all. the northwest 
area foundation has witnessed these truths in urban neighborhoods of concentrated poverty, 
rural places with high poverty rates, and native american reservation communities. poverty itself 
is not what made our approach from 1998 to 2008 unwieldy. rather, the core problem was that 
we took multiple major risks at the same time. as you’ll see in fsg’s report, we simultaneously

e	 	Reframed our identity from grantmaker to equal partner with communities, growing 
to resemble an operating foundation in many ways.

e	 	Made multimillion-dollar, multi-year commitments to an untested strategy.

e	 	 Placed many of our biggest bets on newly formed organizations, and expected 
them to begin delivering on poverty-reduction plans in the near term.

e	 	 Adopted what amounted to a go-it-alone approach to most of our work, choosing 
not to engage with the public sector or with other funders interested in fighting 
poverty.

e	 	 Changed our governance model such that the Foundation’s board of directors had 
little grasp of how our strategy was playing out on the ground.

layered upon one another, these decisions placed unforeseen strains on our organization and on 
some of the communities in which we worked.

*  *  *

though this story is very much our own, the lessons fsg describes address issues relevant to 
most foundations. these include defining strategy, developing productive relationships with 
grantees, engaging capably with communities, creating a learning organization, and positioning 
board members to govern effectively. we readily acknowledge that these lessons are not 
groundbreaking or unique. however, in the course of conducting dozens of interviews with 
friends and critics, former and current board members and staff, and outside influencers, we and 
our colleagues at fsg have learned that these challenges remain persistent across the field. 

the lessons we’ve learned in this process, as well as from face-to-face conversations and surveys 
of grantees, have helped us refocus our organization and redefine our role in the region we serve. 
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Minnesota · Iowa · North Dakota · South Dakota · Montana · Idaho · Washington · Oregon

since 2008, the foundation has adopted a new strategic framework and approach with the 
following characteristics: 

•  We have returned to our roots as primarily a grantmaking institution, rather than 
designing and operating our own programs. 

•  Instead of initiating new community-based organizations, we make grants to 
existing proven and promising organizations working to reduce poverty and build 
sustainable prosperity within our region. 

•  We have embraced the need to listen well and conduct ourselves with humility, 
recognizing that the greatest wisdom about building prosperity resides within 
communities themselves and within the organizations we fund, not within the 
Foundation.

•  We have recommitted ourselves to the idea that no funder can afford to go it alone, 
and we actively seek collaborative opportunities.

•  We’re striving to communicate more clearly and more regularly with our grantees 
and to articulate our mutual expectations more precisely. 

•  We now directly consider the question of risk in all our funding decisions – not in 
order to shy away from risks worth taking, but to assess this dimension thoroughly on 
the front end.

there is more to be done. our foundation continues to evolve based on what we’ve learned. 
like all organizations, we remain a work in progress. But I believe we are headed in the 
right direction, thanks in no small part to the creativity that our predecessors brought to the 
northwest area foundation. we are grateful for the lessons their efforts have generated. 
 
sharing lessons learned – not just trumpeting success stories, but also examining missteps and 
false starts – has yet to become one of organized philanthropy’s core strengths. But this may 
be changing. funders including the william and flora hewlett, James Irvine, and annie e. 
casey foundations not only brought their lessons to light in groundbreaking reports in recent 
years, but each has encouraged foundations and nonprofits to examine and discuss what they’ve 
learned. we continue to benefit from their example. I hope this report, too, will spark important 
conversations and generate ideas for improvement. given the difficulties facing our society in 
this decade, philanthropy is duty-bound to evolve toward ever-greater effectiveness. my hope is 
that by lifting up the lessons of a prior decade’s work at the northwest area foundation, Gaining .
Perspective will contribute to that evolution.  

Kevin f. walker
President .and .Chief .Executive .Officer
Northwest .Area .Foundation

The mission of the Northwest Area Foundation is to support efforts by the people, organizations, and 
communities of its eight-state region to reduce poverty and achieve sustainable prosperity. To learn more, 
please visit the Foundation online at www.nwaf.org.
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Introduction

In 1996,  the Board of the northwest area foundatIon (nwaf, the foundatIon) Began 

to ask questions about the level of impact its grantmaking was having within the eight-state regioni 
the foundation serves and “realized that it had to transform the way it did philanthropy.”1 the 
foundation, led by its board of directors and then-president and ceo Karl stauber, engaged in 
strategic planning that ultimately led to a bold new approach announced in 1998:

To invest $200 million directly in communities over the next 10 years – $150 million in long-
term partnerships in up to 16 communities within the Foundation’s eight-state region; $25 
million in shorter-term efforts to help communities make connections and build internal 
knowledge; and $25 million to help rural areas build local leadership.2 

over the course of the next 10 years, nwaf eagerly pursued these objectives and learned many 
lessons. In some cases, the foundation’s efforts resulted in successes and identification of practices 
that led to positive results. In others, the foundation’s activities did not produce clear evidence of 
success despite significant investment of time, money and other resources – and in the worst cases, 
were considered by some to be harmful.

this report is a summary of the lessons learned during the northwest area foundation’s attempt to 
execute that new vision from 1998 to 2008. this is a reflection informed by internal and external 
perspectives and is not intended to be an evaluation of the impact or outcomes of the work that 
was conducted during this period. It is also important to note that much of the foundation’s work 
that was begun during this period is not yet complete – several of the partnerships established 
during this period continue today, and the foundation’s efforts to learn from its activities are 
ongoing.

In developing its understanding of the events that took place and lessons learned as a result, nwaf 
engaged fsg social Impact advisors to read internal and external documents generated during this 
period, speak with various stakeholders (including current and former staff and board members, 
funding recipients and external stakeholders), and synthesize findings into the report that follows. 
our hope is that not only will the northwest area foundation learn and act on the valuable lessons 
learned from this period of its history, but that the field of philanthropy more broadly also will 
reflect on and learn from the stories and lessons contained within this report.

iminnesota, Iowa, north dakota, south dakota, montana, Idaho, washington, oregon
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The Foundation’s 1998–2008 Strategy: A Bold New Approach 

In the mId-1990s,  the Board of the northwest area foundatIon Began to questIon 
the impact of its grantmaking on the communities within its eight-state region. at the time, 
the foundation had a wide-ranging mission and provided traditional grant funding to a 
variety of causes (including education, health and poverty reduction). In 1996, the board 
hired Karl stauber as nwaf’s new president and ceo. stauber had previously worked within 
the foundation and had left to serve the united states department of agriculture, focusing 
specifically on rural development policy. 

at the time, many philanthropic funders had begun to question the role of foundations in 
testing “solutions” and then handing off those deemed “successful” to government agencies 
for replication. responding to decreases in public funding, organizations such as the annie e. 
casey and william and flora hewlett foundations began to launch community-based initiatives. 
stauber and the board agreed that government’s role in the social sector had changed, noting, 
“the activist era of federal domestic policy effectively ended with the passage of the Balanced 
Budget agreement in 1997, which shrank the discretionary, non-military portion of the federal 
budget.” traditional philanthropy, they argued, required “an activist federal government with 
broad public support – neither of which exists any longer.”

the foundation revisited its strategy and embarked on a journey guided by a new set of 
objectives. the initial mandate put forth in 1998 was somewhat broad, in pursuit of the 
following mission statement:

 The Foundation is seeking to help communities most in need create positive futures – 
economically, ecologically and socially.3 

In its 1998 strategic plan, nwaf outlined a “Big, hairy audacious goal”: that in 10 years,  
at least 200 communities with whom the foundation had partnered would be demonstrably 
better off. 
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a bold new aPProach.  In working toward this goal, the foundation developed an 
approach that was intended to break with traditional foundation grantmaking and to increase 
its ability to reduce poverty in its eight-state region. this approach was grounded in several bold 
ideas about how philanthropy could be more effective.

In 1999, the foundation revised its mission to hone in on poverty reduction (eliminating the 
ecological and social objectives) in an effort to be more targeted with its funding.

nwaF’s bold ideas circa 1998

MakinG a biG bet:  To no longer think of philanthropy in short-term, annual-budget 

terms; rather, to ask what can be accomplished with a significant, long-term investment 

($200 million over 10 years).

shiFtinG FroM “Funder” to “equal Partner”:  To no longer view the core 

business of the Foundation as making grants; rather, to form authentic partnerships and 

work with partners as peers.

workinG directly with coMMunities:  To no longer work within the traditional 

paradigm in which foundations fund nonprofits to test new approaches and then hand  

off implementation of successes to the government for replication; rather, to work directly 

with communities to identify and implement locally appropriate solutions.

learninG as you Go:  To not wait to start working; rather, to “learn as we go” and 

make course corrections as needed based on key findings.

adjustinG aPProach to Governance:  Rather than have the board engage in 

specific funding decisions, to have the board approve a broad funding strategy and 

then focus strictly on oversight, delegating all specific grant/partnership decisions to 

Foundation staff.
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From Theory to Implementation: A 10-Year Timeline

from 1998 to 2008,  the northwest area foundatIon pursued wIth vIgor the goals 
outlined in its new strategy. at the heart of its activities was a three-pronged set of core programs 
that would largely serve as the focus of its work.

Beginning in 1998, the foundation began exploration phases with several communities that 
had been identified by nwaf as potential sites for long-term ventures partnerships. these 
exploration phases consisted of an 18- to 24-month planning period, during which the 
foundation made investments of $600,000 or more in individual communities. over the next 
several years, many of these sites would move from exploration to committed partnerships and be 
approved for multimillion-dollar, long-term funding. 

nwaF core ProGraMs and activities

In pursuit of its strategic objectives, NWAF defined three core programs in its 1998 Strategic Plan:4

coMMunity ventures:  to work intensively with selected communities for 10 years or longer, 

encouraging communities to identify what they need and how they will accomplish their goals.

coMMunity connections:  to assist a wide range of communities – and organizations and 

individuals who care about communities – to create positive, sustainable futures by providing products, 

services and other mechanisms (including small grants) to respond to community needs and fill gaps.

coMMunity horizons:  to help selected rural communities develop and retain teams of leaders to 

strengthen communities and move them toward sustainability, executed through structured and staged 

training in partnership with local university extension programs.

The programs were to follow a specific sequence, with the Foundation first launching Ventures, then 

developing and implementing Connections, and lastly establishing Horizons.ii 

In addition to the three core programs, the Foundation also invested in other opportunities for impact, 

such as Raíces (a four-state, four-year project focused on building community capacity in rural Latino 

communities in Iowa, Minnesota, Idaho and Oregon) and the biannual Grassroots & Groundwork 

conference (in which organizations can come together to share common experiences and proven 

tools). However, the bulk of the Foundation’s focus was on the three core programs (and most heavily 

on Ventures, which received the lion’s share of Foundation funding and resources as demonstrated in the 

Foundation’s 1998 Strategic Plan, shown in Figure 1).

iithe northwest area foundation later removed the term “community” from the three program names.
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In 2000, the board transitioned to a model of policy governance based on the carver model. the 
manner in which this was implemented would ultimately have significant implications for the 
way in which foundation board, management and staff worked together. Board oversight focused 
on whether core programs, viewed at a high level, were consistent with the foundation’s strategy. 
Board members removed themselves from programmatic oversight and distanced themselves 
from the foundation’s implementation of its strategic plan. 

two years later, in 2002, the foundation was sued by a community member in yakima valley, 
wash. the yakima community had been engaged in exploration work with the foundation 
to structure a possible ventures partnership, and the foundation had decided not to fund the 
community’s long-term strategic plan. the lawsuit sought $1.25 million, funding that the 
plaintiff alleged nwaf had promised to the community to finish the strategic plan being 
developed. the northwest area foundation contended that such a promise had never been 
made, and stated that in the two-year planning period community members had not been able to 
sufficiently bridge their differences in order to demonstrate that the community-wide plan could 
be viable. although the suit was ultimately dismissed, it brought to light serious communications 
issues between the foundation and the community.

In 2003, the foundation entered into an exploration phase with its first “community of 
interest,”iii electing to work with an urban Indian coalition (uIc) across several cities. this work 
would prove to be among the foundation’s most challenging efforts undertaken during the 10-
year period, and will be discussed further below.

also that year, the foundation formally launched its horizons and connections programs. over 
time, the horizons program was refined to include a more targeted focus on poverty reduction in 
small rural communities, and changes were made to the sequencing of training topics based on 
feedback from external evaluators. horizons is largely viewed as a successful initiative in building 
local leadership capacity, although its impact on poverty is unclear. as an external interviewee 
noted: “I have watched the impact that [horizons] has had at the community level. It has 
generated discussion where none existed – it has generated hope.”

the connections program had a slow start, but ultimately resulted in the launch of a database of 
community indicators and in the development of the great strides awards program that publicized 
iiithe foundation was interested in bringing together communities of different types, not just geographical communities; 
communities of interest were not geographically based but were to be organized around cultural or other commonalities.

Mission: $200 million in over 10 years 
to help communities most in need create positive futures – economically, ecologically and socially.

coMMunity ventures
$150 million

intensive partnerships
approximately 10 communities

long-term

coMMunity connections
$25 million

services, programs and  
small grants

larger number of communities
shorter-term

coMMunity horizons
$25 million

rural communities  
with declining  

populations/resources
teams of leaders

Figure 1.
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and rewarded effective poverty-reduction models. through its connections work, the foundation 
also supported the portland economic opportunity Initiative in providing assistance for replication 
of its successful workforce and micro-enterprise projects. at the request of nwaf, the portland 
economic opportunity Initiative is working to share learnings with several cities in minnesota.

In 2004, the foundation began ventures partnership explorations with several native american 
communities (the cheyenne river sioux tribe, lummi nation and turtle mountain Band of 
chippewa Indians). each of these communities was approved for partnership in march 2006, 
and although the most recent assessments show mixed progress toward nwaf’s goals of reducing 
poverty, progress toward increased dialogue around poverty reduction is being made: “It is clear 
that the initiatives within each of the three reservation communities are catalysts of change for 
Indian country.”6

the following year, in 2005, the foundation initiated the first of several “restarts”iv with 
communities that were already in committed partnerships under the foundation’s ventures 
program. Key challenges that inhibited progress for several communities involved turnover 
of foundation and community organization staff, and lack of agreement on approach and 
outcomes. the combination of these events, including the yakima lawsuit, caused strong 
questioning of the efficacy of the foundation’s strategy among nwaf board members.

In January 2006, nwaf informed the urban Indian coalition (uIc) organizations that their 
strategic plan had been denied and they would not be receiving funding through the ventures 

iv“restarts” meant that the foundation and community went back to the strategic planning phase due to challenges in 
implementation.
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program. participating uIc organizations that had been engaged in strategic planning with 
nwaf over several years were “completely shocked and taken by surprise.”7 In the spring of 
2006, opposing viewpoint articles authored by the foundation and one of the uIc organizations 
regarding the urban Indian effort were published in Responsive .Philanthropy.8 later that same 
year, the foundation’s board formed an uIc task force (that included native american 
nwaf board members) to investigate the events that ultimately led to this public differing of 
opinion. this included hiring external experts to assist with investigating the chain of events and 
facilitating dialogue with urban Indian coalition leaders. also in 2006, the foundation’s board 
members conducted a review of midterm evaluation information regarding each of the three core 
programs.

In 2007, nwaf began to take steps toward revising its strategy and moving away from the 
approach taken over its prior 10-year history. during this period, several nwaf staffers, 
including ceo Karl stauber, left the foundation to pursue other interests. In 2007, nwaf 
brought on a new vice president of programs and an interim ceo; the following year, the 
foundation hired Kevin walker to come on as the northwest area foundation’s new ceo. 

some of the ideas underlying the 1998–2008 approach were promising and remain relevant 
to funders today, while other aspects of the theory proved to be flawed; the difficulty of 
implementing nwaf’s new approach clearly led to mixed results. the lessons that follow derive 
from the rich experience during this period of the foundation’s history.

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

•   Grassroots & Groundwork 
conference launch

•   Great strides  
award launch

•   interim evaluations 
reviewed by board

•   ventures “restarts” itself

•   urban indian coalition plan denied

•   three reservation partnerships established

•   interim evaluations reviewed by board

•   new  
nwaF 
strategy

northwest area Foundation 1998–2008 key activities,  cont.
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Taking Stock: A Reflection on NWAF’s Lessons Learned 

as one of the northwest area foundatIon’s fundIng recIpIents noted In 

summarizing the learnings from the foundation’s work between 1998 and 2008, “the devil is 
often in the details.” the foundation pursued its new strategy with gusto, but failed to recognize 
the flaws in its theory and to exhibit a strong sense of practicality in translating its theory into 
action. By not fully articulating the approach to and implications of implementing its work, the 
foundation experienced many challenges that led to the lessons learned described in this report. 
many of these lessons may sound familiar, as they have been shared by others and continue to 
challenge many funders. nwaf is sharing its understanding of these lessons in the hope that 
shining a light on its history may help other funders to be more effective in their work.

the lessons learned throughout this period in nwaf’s history address many topics relevant to 
most foundations – defining strategy, developing productive relationships with grantees, engaging 
capably with communities, creating a learning organization, and helping board members 
to effectively govern. reflecting back on nwaf’s “Bold Ideas,” the primary lessons can be 
categorized as follows:

In the following pages, the foundation will share its stories as an opportunity for other funders 
and social sector organizations to learn from its experiences. 
 

theMe lessons

MakinG a biG bet
e Be clear about strategy before you implement.

e Take risks, but manage them carefully.

shiFtinG FroM “Funder” 

to “equal Partner”

e Communicate your objectives clearly. 

e Don’t make it about the money.

e Set expectations together with your partners.

workinG directly with 

coMMunities

e Understand the context of the communities in which you work.

e Engage in community change with a long-term view.

e Plan carefully to put the right resources in the right places. 

learninG as you Go

e Identify indicators of progress upfront. 

e Put learning into practice.

e Celebrate successes and learn from failure.

adjustinG aPProach to 

Governance

e Keep board members in touch with implementation.

e Encourage board members to use their voice.

e Ensure board members are effectively informed. 
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MakinG a biG bet

the foundation enthusiastically pursued its new mission, but faced significant problems in 
clearly defining its strategy and managing the level of risk it was taking on. 

Be clear about strategy before you implement

“ There was largely agreement about the what, but there was philosophical disagreement 
about the how that was problematic for the whole 10 years.”v

— Former staff member 

“ The Foundation got cold feet about what it was doing. It was interesting to see how 
the language changed over time, from ‘community-driven’ to ‘community-based’ to 
‘community-focused.’”

— Former staff member 

“ There were some success stories ... they dealt with smaller pieces and with specific 
issues instead of being so broad.”

— Former staff member

By definition, foundations are organizations that set out to tackle some of the world’s most 
challenging problems. carefully defining the scope that a foundation will pursue is necessary 
given limited resources, but can be a challenge for board members and staff who see significant 
and widespread need in the communities they aim to support. Importantly, lack of clarity at the 
highest levels of an organization can result in staff uncertainty about direction and challenges in 
determining how best to allocate resources.

nwaf set out with a bold vision to improve 200 communities “economically, ecologically and 
socially”9 within its eight-state region. within a year, the foundation had narrowed its mission 
to reducing poverty, a step toward strategic focus. however, several examples indicate the 
foundation could have gone further:

e  although the foundation shifted toward a narrower focus on poverty reduction, in many 
ways its mission remained broad. nwaf’s focus was spread over eight states, while engaging 
with rural, urban and reservation communities, in active pursuit of three brand-new 
programs that were each a significant departure from its old way of business. Its stated goal 
of reaching 200 communities with $200 million over the 10-year period while trying to 
cause significant change in levels of poverty across the eight-state region was a formidable 
challenge. a former staff member explained: “[although the] Board said, ‘focus, focus, 
focus,’ by the time we actually got to a focusing decision, several people said they weren’t 
comfortable with focus. that tension remained throughout the 10-year period.”

e  ultimately the foundation board and staff agreed on a broad definition of the “what” (the 
foundation’s mission of reducing poverty), but did not come to agreement on the “how” (the 
specific steps nwaf would take in implementing its strategy). as a board member noted, 
“my uncertainty was the methodology, not the goal.” this lesson became most evident 

vall quotes are from internal nwaf/fsg discussions unless otherwise noted.
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with regard to the ventures program, which was the foundation’s most significant area of 
focus (and spending) during this period. as another board member explained, “the theory 
of change behind ventures was never nearly as coherent as such a major initiative would 
require.”

e  as a result, staff members struggled to implement against a goal that was likened to “shooting 
darts at a moving target.” staff were at times “put on the spot” about nwaf’s approach, and 
the lack of direction meant they “sometimes crossed the line in terms of what was promised 
or alluded to, without really having management’s backing.” grantees were also impacted, 
and were often left confused as to what the foundation was trying to achieve. In asking for 
guidance about how to meet the foundation’s expectations after a local plan was turned 
down for funding, a funding recipient was told by foundation staff, “I’ll know it when I 
see it.” another recipient recalled, “at the time, we were so confused. the goals of the first 
meetings were not clear.” an external interviewee explained, “It felt like there was a lot of 
change in expectations. there were no guidelines, no procedures to follow.”

lesson learned

Understanding where you are going, and why, is critical to ensuring that all feet are 

marching in the right direction. Although it can be difficult to narrow focus, documenting the 

logic behind what a foundation is trying to accomplish can go a long way toward assisting 

staff and grantees with understanding and moving toward a common goal. While overly 

defining a strategy can also be challenging (staff need autonomy within which to refine 

approaches and customize solutions for varying grantee needs), a lack of strategic clarity 

can thwart plans before they have a chance to get off the ground.
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Take risks, but manage them carefully

“ The Foundation tied up a really significant chunk of organizational resources for years 
into the future on an untested strategy.” 

— Current staff member

foundations play a unique role in creating social change. similar to financial institutions that 
manage a portfolio of investments with varied risk and return, foundations can manage a range 
of activities supported by their program and investment dollars. the challenge lies in how to 
properly assess the risk associated with grantmaking and other activities – measuring the exposure 
of program-related work is a considerably different activity from assessing how much to invest in 
stocks versus bonds. 

the northwest area foundation launched its new vision of philanthropy primarily through 
its ventures program. designed to be a commitment of $150 million over 10 years, the as-yet-
untested program represented three-quarters of nwaf’s projected program expenditures for 
this period. In retrospect, the foundation noted several dimensions of risk that could have been 
addressed more explicitly:

e  . .Balance .of .risk .within .the .Foundation’s .programming .portfolio  .the vast majority of the 
foundation’s funding was dedicated to a single program that created inflexible, long-
term commitments for 10 years at a time. various staff and board members commented 
that nwaf could have mitigated risk by partnering with other organizations such as 
foundations, nonprofits or governmental agencies. partnerships would have allowed nwaf 
to benefit from the experiences, insights and resources of others. furthermore, in reflecting 
on the decision to invest so heavily in ventures, board members agreed, saying: “very long-
term commitments that tie up a large percentage of future revenues seriously undermine 
a foundation’s ability to respond to changes in the external environment.” as a result of 
ventures contractual obligations that specified specific amounts to be paid annually over 10-
year periods, the foundation lost its flexibility to respond to new opportunities when ensuing 
financial downturns reduced its asset base. the lesson here is not to avoid considering long-
term partnerships; as an nwaf board member explained, “the problem with making long-
term commitments was not so much their length as their number, and the large proportion 
of foundation resources that those commitments encumbered so far into the future.” several 
ventures contracts remain active, and the foundation continues to work within parameters 
defined by these long-term commitments today.

e   Discussion .of .risk .vs  .failure  perhaps as important as defining what a successful strategy 
looks like is defining what should happen if that strategy is not proving successful. as a staff 
member noted, “we didn’t define success – and we certainly didn’t define failure.” a board 
member further stated that “risk wasn’t talked about much” at board meetings.

e  . .Contingency .plans  perhaps because failure wasn’t considered as a possibility in the 
foundation’s strategic planning, when it came to the ventures program a staff member 
noted that there was “no consideration for ‘what if it doesn’t work?’.” while technically it 
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may have been possible for the foundation to extract itself from the long-term contracts 
drafted for ventures partnerships, the terms of the program were not designed to be flexible, 
expectations for long-term funding had been set with partner communities, and disengaging 
would have been extremely difficult. thus, the foundation had no clear path for correcting 
its course even when signs began to appear that its activities were not progressing as intended. 
a former staff member explained: “when you have a commitment of 10 years built into 
the design, and you’ve rounded up [partner communities], how can you make midcourse 
corrections when you’ve worked so long and hard to get this community behind the effort? 
you’re putting significant dollars out there and are committed for 10 years – the program 
wasn’t really designed to be nimble.”

e   Piloting .the .work  In pursuing its strategy for the ventures communities, the northwest area 
foundation made long-term, multimillion-dollar commitments to a program that had not 
been tested on a smaller scale. exploration phases were intended as an opportunity to decide 
whether to formally partner with a community, not to test how the foundation would 
actually partner and engage with these communities. In hindsight, board members reflected 
that a for-profit organization would be highly unlikely to commit such a significant portion 
of its capital over several years on a new and untested product. despite acknowledging that 
taking a long-term view is not in itself a bad idea, they raised questions as to whether nwaf 
should have made such deep commitments with so many communities without first testing 
the idea in fewer areas.

lesson learned

Assessing risk is as important for philanthropic organizations as it is for venture capitalists. 

Foundations should seek not to minimize risk, but rather to manage it responsibly and 

balance it across the programming portfolio. A board member shared this lesson 

eloquently: “The significant lesson is not to avoid risk altogether, but to assess its magnitude 

as carefully as possible at the outset, and to limit appropriately the share of the program 

portfolio devoted to high-risk initiatives.”
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shiFtinG FroM “Funder” to “equal Partner”

as the foundation set out to transform poverty in its region, it looked to redefine its relationship 
with grantees from that of a provider to an equal partner. In the process, nwaf encountered 
challenges in being clear about its objectives, setting mutual expectations with partner 
communities, and addressing the power balance between itself and its partners.

Communicate your objectives clearly 

“ The message changed from the Foundation from almost meeting to meeting. At the end, 
when we didn’t get funded [for the full Ventures partnership], I wasn’t surprised – we felt 
like we were being set up to fail.” 

— Funding recipient

strategic clarity is important for facilitating internal communication and providing guidance 
to staff; it is also critically important to enabling clear communication with partners and other 
stakeholders. as an external interviewee noted: “what you communicate informs what you can 
get [from partners]. If you don’t communicate clearly, you can’t expect to get what you want.”

the northwest area foundation experienced varying levels of success in communicating with its 
partners:

e  In certain cases, nwaf found that setting clear expectations of success was extremely 
beneficial.

“ At the community level, [grantees and staff] understood goals and milestones [for the 
Horizons program]. We knew what outcomes we were driving toward, and we had 
objectives on poverty, leadership, building knowledge and awareness, building skills 
and mobilizing, taking action, and sustaining action and creating structural change.” 

— Current staff member

e  In general, where the roles and responsibilities of the foundation and grantees were unclear, 
the work faltered. as described by a foundation staff member: “we didn’t have clarity or 
deadlines for communities. when we had that, they usually made it. when our deadlines 
weren’t put out there clearly, communities floundered. we wasted a lot of effort and resources 
when that happened.” a ventures funding recipient described the situation as one that 
she “wouldn’t put anyone through. the criteria we were given were really vague.” another 
funding recipient cited an example where foundation staff and partner communities had 
dramatically different expectations: “there were shifting goals, and there were different 
understandings about gray areas. for example, [our community] thought it was individual 
community plans, as opposed to broad regional plans, that would receive $10 million in 
funding. we thought the total funding was actually per site. these were miscommunications 
that endured for months.”

e  turnover of both nwaf staff and community participants made clear communication even 
more challenging. new staff members brought different perspectives on goals and objectives, 
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as did new community members who joined ongoing projects to replace others who had 
departed. a funding recipient explained, “there was a lot of program turnover, and there was 
huge turnover in who was coming to the meetings.” staff turnover may have contributed to 
the challenges the foundation experienced with its ventures work in yakima valley, wash. 
“Between January 2001, when the foundation declared it was considering yakima for its 
largesse, and august, when it abandoned the project, leadership of its team here changed 
three times for various reasons,” noted stephanie strom of the New .York .Times. “the changes 
led to long hiatuses in planning and forced the community to retrace its progress for each 
new leader.”10

e  a further complication related to nwaf’s challenges in clearly communicating with partners 
involved the foundation’s heavy use of external service providers to support its work. one 
staff member reflected: “In the early days of the programs, we used a lot of consultants; this 
was probably not a good idea. we probably should have done staff training and used our own 
staff. we sometimes ended up with mixed messages when using consultants.”

lesson learned

NWAF found that being clear about the Foundation’s goals and objectives is an important 

requirement for success. Where NWAF’s expectations were clearly and realistically defined, 

community partners were able to engage and meet these expectations. However, in 

situations where expectations were unclear or shifted frequently, relationships with funding 

recipients suffered.
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Don’t make it about the money

“ When you announce that you are going to invest a lot of money in a community ... it 
becomes less about what the community thinks is needed and more about keeping the 
funds and making the funder happy. There is so much focus on getting the money.” 

— Former staff member

traditional philanthropy involves an unbalanced power dynamic; funders provide money and are 
therefore perceived to have greater control, while grantees must compete for scarce funds.

a key objective of the northwest area foundation was to create authentic partnerships in which 
grantees were treated more as peers than subordinates; the foundation’s intention in announcing 
large, long-term grants was to assure partner communities that they were aligned with the 
community for the long haul. however, the fact that the foundation emphasized such large 
commitments and controlled its partners’ funding distorted its relationships with grantees:

e  the inherent imbalance of power between funders and recipients created challenges, despite 
the foundation’s stated desire to work with partner communities as peers. one former staff 
member asked, “how do you even the playing field between communities you’re trying to 
work with versus a foundation that has a lot of money and is seen as the power broker with 
all the control?” the interviewee went on to say, “there are just such uneven dynamics there 
– it felt like no matter what we said and did, we couldn’t get over the power differential.”

e  the power imbalance was distorted even further within the ventures program by the 
foundation’s approach of “leading with money” – talking about the potential for significant 
long-term funding from the start of the exploration/relationship development phase. 
ten million dollars is a significant opportunity for many communities, particularly those 
targeted by the foundation precisely because they were struggling with significant poverty 
and therefore lacking in resources. focusing the conversation from the start on the “pot of 
gold,” rather than on the objectives of reducing poverty, created an environment in which 
community partners were motivated to do whatever was necessary to receive ventures 
partnership funding. “at that time, nwaf presented its strategy by telling us we had an 
opportunity to receive a significant amount of money and we wouldn’t want to mess this up. 
they told us it was the opportunity of a lifetime,” explained a ventures funding recipient. 
“we tried to be on our best behavior for the first two years because we didn’t want to lose 
this opportunity,” she continued. “It would be our fault if we lost it. we felt that we could 
suck it up and take [the challenges of working with the foundation] if it would help our 
community.” perhaps the most dramatic example of this power imbalance was seen in 
yakima valley, wash., when a community member sued nwaf. the plaintiff alleged that 
the foundation had made funding promises, stating, “the foundation raised our hopes 
and made a lot of promises orally.”11 the foundation disagreed, noting, “at no time did we 
commit to any specific level of funding.”12 although the suit was ultimately dismissed, it 
brought to light the challenges faced when working with resource-poor communities that are 
aware of significant amounts of potential funding. 
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e  as a result of the power imbalance and lack of clarity around expectations, when the 
foundation began to push for data demonstrating results, “our partners on the ground saw 
this as a judgment operation, not as learning,” noted a former staff member. “they thought 
they’d be punished if they didn’t produce the outcome that we had collectively come up with. 
they fundamentally didn’t believe in many cases that this was not intended to be a judgment 
activity.” 

e  furthermore, because nwaf had in many cases created new organizations within the 
ventures communities, a sense of dependency emerged. Interviewees described some of the 
new organizations as “waiting for the foundation to tell them what to do” and noted that 
in some cases, the organizations were not seeking other sources of funding because they felt 
nwaf would continue to provide any needed funds.

despite the difficulties faced in developing equal partnerships, the foundation was able to 
develop strong relationships with grantees, even in cases where initial interactions were perceived 
as significantly imbalanced and challenging (see “coming full circle: the northwest area 
foundation and urban Indian coalition’s tale of a difficult past – and a Bright future” for 
a detailed case study of the foundation’s attempt to develop a ventures program around a 
community of urban Indians across multiple states). when engaging with the urban Indian 
coalition, the foundation and partner communities got off to a difficult start that was 
compounded by constantly changing expectations. “when we first worked with them, there 
were diagrams and sheets of paperwork, but the foundation didn’t adhere to any of it,” nichole 
maher, executive director of the native american youth and family center (naya) stated. 
the foundation found that ultimately they were able to establish a strong relationship with 
this community by focusing on a more authentic relationship with naya, a pre-existing, 
community-based organization. “today, we don’t have any of that,” she continued. “we just 
have a relationship, and it is so much better. we have shared goals now that we all understand – 
to empower our community and reduce poverty. and the foundation understands the need to 
respect our community’s expertise – there is a lot of respect now.” 

lesson learned

The nature of a funder-recipient relationship makes equal partnership challenging, if not 

impossible, to achieve; it is important to be realistic about the role each party can play. 

Recognizing and acknowledging the inherent power imbalance, building a relationship first 

before setting funding expectations, and providing support beyond grantmaking dollars 

can all contribute to a more authentic form of partnership.
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Set expectations together with your partners 

“ Foundations tend to perform better when they partner more with nonprofits and 
community organizations and allow them to participate in identifying needs and 
solutions to community problems. This work felt too driven by the Foundation.” 

– External interviewee

particularly when working in a partnership with other stakeholders, it is important to clearly 
express your expectations as well as listen carefully to the expectations and suggestions provided 
by other parties. this can help ensure clarity of expectations on all sides, and can surface 
differences where they may exist. 

the northwest area foundation was described by many as highly directive throughout this 
10-year period, particularly when it came to the ventures program. In contrast, staff pointed 
out that in the horizons program, “mutual expectations were set upfront regarding what we 
were trying to do and how.” a lack of listening to ventures communities created perceptions 
that nwaf did not respect its community partners: as a current staff member noted, “under 
the rhetoric of respecting communities, we were perceived as not respecting them – if you didn’t 
agree with the foundation, you were wrong.” 

lesson learned

Two-way communication with partner organizations about shared expectations shows 

colleagues that their input is valued and reinforces the notion that the partnership is 

authentic. By not demonstrating that the Foundation was actively listening to partners’ 

perspectives, NWAF strained relationships and was perceived as being more directive than 

the original strategic approach had intended.
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coMinG Full circle:  the northwest area Foundation and urban indian 
coalition’s tale oF a diFFicult Past – and a briGht Future

The Northwest Area Foundation has a long history of working with Native American populations to address social 

issues. In 2003, the Foundation approached Native American leaders in five cities (Seattle, Wash.; Portland, Ore.; 

Billings, Mont.; Rapid City, S.D.; and Bismarck, N.D.) and asked if they would be interested in working on poverty-

reduction initiatives within their urban Indian communities as a Ventures project. As Nichole Maher, executive 

director of the Native American Youth and Family Center (NAYA) explained, leaders from these cities “then 

launched into a strategic planning process with [NWAF] that would prove disastrous.”13 

Two years later, in 2005, the Foundation informed the Urban Indian Coalition (UIC) organizations that their strategic 

plan had been denied and they would not be receiving funding through the Ventures program. According to 

the urban Indian stakeholders, this came as a complete surprise and as the culmination of a challenging working 

relationship with the Foundation. The Foundation, on the other hand, believed that the coalition had presented 

a plan that did not meet the Foundation’s standards for funding and that therefore did not merit continued work 

past the exploration phase. In 2006, articles presenting the different perspectives on the Foundation’s decision 

were published in Responsive Philanthropy.14 Later that same year, the Foundation’s board formed an Urban 

Indian Community Task Force to investigate the events that ultimately led to this very public differing of opinion.

The key problems articulated by stakeholders involved in this effort reflect many of the lessons learned put forth 

throughout this document: 

MakinG a biG bet:  The Foundation exhibited a lack of clarity around its strategic intent, demonstrating what Maher 

described as the “questionable philanthropic practice of one foundation engaged in vaguely defined poverty 

reduction work. … To suggest we were trying to track a moving target would be to assume that a target existed at 

all.”15 This sentiment was echoed in the findings of the Task Force, which noted, “The Foundation staff had one set of 

plans and values in their heads and the urban Indian communities had a totally different set of plans and values in their 

heads.”16 Six months before the UIC’s business plan was due to NWAF for consideration of a full Ventures partnership, 

NWAF suddenly expanded the number of communities involved from an initial target of five cities to a set of 30. 

Community members questioned the viability of this strategy, noting: “Dividing the total of $14 million by 30 cities 

and dividing again by the 10-year payment plan, we arrive at about $47,000 per city per year. In a city like Seattle, that 

would equate to about 58 cents per AI/AN citizen per year. … it would not dent overall poverty.”17

shiFtinG FroM “Funder” to “equal Partner”:  NWAF failed to authentically engage with the urban Indian 

communities and did not treat them as an equal partner; instead, the Foundation was perceived to be declaring 

that the UIC’s “solution to [their] problem doesn’t work for us.”17 A strong focus from the very beginning on the 

significant amounts of funding involved in the project also led to “a misunderstanding” that “there was potential 

to bring $20 million to Native Americans in Portland alone. Other community groups felt the same – each believed 

there was a ‘mythical pot of gold’ at the end of this strategic planning process.”18 

workinG directly with coMMunities:  The Foundation put forth its own definition of an urban Indian 

“community,” assuming that Native Americans from a variety of tribes, states and cities would be similar enough 

to form a single unit of organization. As perceived by the urban Indians, this “assumption that these 30 urban 

Indian sites were sufficiently similar to warrant this definition of regionalism was … dangerous.”19 Furthermore, 

the Foundation explicitly stated that poverty-reduction solutions were to be developed by the communities 

themselves. However, the Foundation deemed the UIC’s proposal unacceptable, implying that the Foundation 
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knew better than the communities themselves what could work within their context. “The biggest reason for  

NWAF not funding the UIC strategic plan may have been the definition of poverty,” stated Nichole Maher. “Most  

Native Americans do not define poverty in dollars and cents. Poverty is measured by one’s ability to exist. To  

practice your culture. To speak your language. To get a fair and quality education. To be sufficiently housed. To  

not have to choose between medicine and food. And that was how we defined poverty for the UIC Ventures  

project.”20 Furthermore, the Foundation excluded existing community influencers from the discussions, creating

 a sense that these organizations were not welcome or viewed as productive assets. NWAF staff later asked, “How 

do we help communities develop new decision-making capacities that support – instead of threaten – existing 

structures?”21 

learninG as you Go:  The Foundation’s lack of strategic clarity made it hard to understand how to measure 

progress, and the “lack of clearly established timelines and milestones remained of high concern to the Urban 

Indian communities involved in the planning process.”22 This made it challenging for either party to determine how 

to course-correct at any point along the way.

adjustinG aPProach to Governance:  NWAF leadership did not have sufficient oversight/understanding 

of what was happening on the ground. “When Urban Indian community members raised concerns about the 

questionable leadership and oversight, they were told not to contact senior leadership and the Foundation CEO 

or it could result in their becoming ineligible for partnership. Along with changing leaders, the changing staff 

seemed uncertain about key management issues and contributed to the confusion of the project.”23 UIC members 

explicitly noted that senior staff, in all likelihood, were unaware of what was happening, telling Task Force 

members that they felt it was “doubtful that higher authorities within the Foundation even knew.”24 

As a result of the Task Force findings, the board developed a set of 10 recommendations (see Appendix 2).

As the board became increasingly aware of problems such as the UIC effort, it took decisive action. One 

interviewee affirmed: “There is a Chapter Two to this story. This is where a board that had a major problem dealt 

with it.” In addition to forming the Task Force, it was perceived that the Foundation “did everything possible to 

address the problems.”25 Most importantly, the Foundation took steps to re-engage with the UIC, demonstrating 

greater respect and a true sense of equality in the process.

Today, the relationship between the Foundation and the UIC has undergone “a shockingly great improvement,”26 

and NAYA views the Northwest Area Foundation as one of its greatest partners. Although NWAF is not a source  

of significant ongoing funding, NAYA believes the Foundation’s efforts to make introductions and leverage  

other sources of funds have been more powerful than grantmaking alone. At a community powwow in May 2010, 

NAYA honored the Foundation in front of more than 3,000 citizens to celebrate the contributions NWAF has made 

to its people. 

According to NAYA, the Foundation has made a real, measurable difference, helping the nonprofit gain assets that 

can be used to help the community fight poverty moving forward: 

“We feel as a community that had it not been for their partnership, investment and flexibility, then we would not 

have been able to purchase [the organization’s building]. By this time they believed in us. They had flexibility and 

they trusted us. We now sit on $14 million of assets, not counting the resources coming to our people as a result of 

this site. We have the power, influence and confidence to do anything now. It’s true – and exciting.”27 
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workinG directly with coMMunities

engaging productively with communities is often a challenge and remains a topic of significant 
interest, especially for place-based funders. the northwest area foundation learned several 
lessons about working directly with partners in their own communities, and hopes that other 
foundations can learn from the stories shared below. 

Understand the context of the communities in which you work

“You can’t fly in and fly out of a community and profess to be part of the community. You 
have to invest in organizations that are on the ground and know what they are doing, 
ones that have established relationships with the communities.” 

– Former staff member

“A great foundation does its work by understanding it doesn’t know everything, but is 
uniquely positioned to find the people who do know.” 

– Current staff member

several interviewees noted that “context is critical” to successful community engagement. 
without an understanding of the specific cultural, geographic and historical experiences of a 
community, it is quite challenging to truly understand the problem as perceived by community 
members, and therefore to design an appropriate solution that citizens can buy into and support. 

a key component of the foundation’s long-term strategic approach was the notion that 
communities would contribute to defining their problems and developing solutions. In 
implementing its vision, nwaf came across four important learnings:

e  Communities .should .be .self-defined  In order to achieve maximum interest and buy-in from 
stakeholders, it is important that a community engagement effort start with a definition of 
“community” that is relevant and meaningful to those affected. a fundamental flaw in the 
foundation’s theory of change, particularly with regard to ventures, was that the foundation 
could define a given community – both in terms of the members that collectively made up 
that community, and the way in which the community would understand the problem at hand 
(poverty reduction). a staff member further stated: “you need to work with communities that 
already have a sense of wholeness or agency around them. you can’t come in and tell a place 
that it is a community. you need to be responsive to the organic nature of what it means to be 
a community.” Interviewees shared stories of foundation-defined communities that covered 
vast geographies, traversed geographic barriers, and included groups of citizens that had little 
in common with each other. a staffer recalled, “one of our major issues was that what we 
called communities were of such a scale and nature that they weren’t really communities in 
terms of being self-identified.” another staff person agreed, noting, “we had a very romantic 
notion of what a community was.” nwaf’s experience in yakima valley, wash., highlights 
the challenges of defining “community” from an outside perspective. “our expectation was 
that the diverse ethnic groups in this valley (hispanic, native american and caucasian) 
would come together to develop a single strategic plan to reduce poverty throughout a large 
geographic area,” explained a board member. “what we eventually learned was that the three 
ethnic groups had a history of disconnection from (and distrust of ) one another that could 
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not possibly be overcome by staff or consultants coming into the valley from outside. In the 
end, the foundation decided not to continue these unpromising partnership planning efforts. 
while that decision was probably the best outcome for all concerned, it still produced a sense of 
betrayal among some community members.”

e  Cultural .understanding .is .vital  authentic engagement with individual communities is likely 
to be difficult unless parties are aware of each others’ histories, traditions, values and beliefs, 
and understand how these may impact communication methods and rules of engagement. In 
the urban Indians coalition project, the foundation found that a lack of cultural sensitivity 
led to significant challenges (see “coming full circle: the northwest area foundation and 
urban Indian coalition’s tale of a difficult past – and a Bright future”). the foundation 
and the Indian communities held widely differing views of the definition of poverty, 
and therefore had different ideas about how to address their conceptions of the problem. 
foundation staff members also noted that horizons efforts didn’t translate well into Indian 
country, and that the initial effort to develop a ventures community of interest around 
latino citizens in rural areas was a “cultural mismatch.”

e  Communities .have .wisdom .that .should .be .incorporated .into .planning  In several of its ventures 
communities, the foundation opted to create new organizations rather than leverage 
existing community-based organizations because it strongly believed in bringing new and 
formerly marginalized voices to the table. as staff noted: “[there was] a premise that the 
existing structures didn’t work, so we needed something new that would allow more of the 
community to participate. we believed the communities had the energy and could come up 
with approaches [to solving poverty]. that’s why we tended to talk about it as a new space, 
and a safe space, for people to become involved.” as this interviewee went on to explain, this 
approach resulted in an unintended consequence: “what we did was exclude the existing 
power structure.” In its zeal to include unheard voices, the foundation “sent a message that 
we didn’t realize we were sending – that existing institutions were part of the problem.” In 
retrospect, several interviewees observed that the notion that a foundation located outside of 
a community can create a “community-based” organization is itself questionable. 

most interviewees echoed the sentiment expressed by this former staff member: “one of 
the most enduring lessons [of this period] is to be more aware of the wisdom that exists 
in communities and organizations to enhance and support the work that nwaf has been 
trying to do. we went into the initiative with too much confidence in the foundation’s 
knowledge and too little in the intelligence of our partners.” community partners expressed 
their frustration with the foundation’s inability to recognize the expertise residing within 
the communities, in one instance noting: “for 2½ years, we went through a grueling, 
condescending process. we had a consultant to teach us how to write a vision, goals and 
objectives. they knew nothing about [our community]; we had people in the meeting 
who had created nonprofits, who were highly educated and skilled. [the foundation] was 
convinced that they were going to teach us everything.” this funding recipient went on 
to state, “It’s good to work with existing organizations as long as you can verify that the 
organization is embedded in the community. But nwaf kept trying to force us to create 
a new organization that was ‘community-driven’ – which was a slap in the face to the 26 
organizations already here.” 
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e  Assessing .community .capacity .is .critical .to .success  one northwest area foundation staff 
person reflected: “the biggest mistake we made was that we didn’t pay enough attention 
to whether communities were ready or not. I think there’s responsibility on the part of 
an external funder, whenever you go into a long-term relationship, to spend a lot of time 
thinking about what it may take for a community to succeed: Is there enough in place for 
that community to be ready?” Instead, the foundation “assumed money would solve all 
problems. money is good, but if you don’t have leadership or capacity, even 10 years won’t 
get you there.” the foundation found that capacity was a key factor in attaining positive 
outcomes, believing, “In hindsight, we recognized that when any partnership had strong 
leadership, it made a huge difference in their success.” nwaf’s experience with one of its 
first ventures communities, miner county in south dakota, demonstrated this principle. 
the foundation’s partner in miner county was an existing organization on the tipping point 
of bringing community-based poverty-reduction efforts to local citizens. the foundation 
was able to recognize the organization’s potential and provide enough support to help them 
achieve significant change in the local community. 

these elements are all necessary conditions for meaningful, successful, and sustainable 
community engagement and change. this was borne out in nwaf’s experience with horizons 
communities. through this work, the foundation learned to focus on small, self-defined units 
(small rural communities); community experience was leveraged through the use of local 
university extension organizations; and communities opted into the program, which required a 
degree of assessing themselves as ready to engage. a staff member related the following story of a 
particular horizons community:

A woman called me from one of our Western states. ‘I just want you to know how much 
I appreciate the Horizons program,’ she reported. She went on to explain that the only 
flower shop in town was going to close, and it took a death for the community to see 
how important a flower shop actually was: ‘When we have to drive 75 miles to get 
flowers for a funeral, that’s pretty bad.’ She continued by stating that someone connected 
to the local Horizons program had stepped up and said that the shop couldn’t be 
closed; an accountant that was part of Horizons offered to help the owner clean up her 
finances. Another community member who had a business suggested she work out of his 
basement to save money for rent. Ultimately the whole community came together and 
kept her business open.

lesson learned

Foundations should be realistic about the conditions that must be in place prior to engaging 

with a community in order to achieve success. A lack of attention to community context can 

have serious repercussions for both grantees and funders. NWAF found that developing 

programs sensitive to community context involves four elements: ensuring communities are 

self-defined; understanding cultural norms; working with embedded organizations that have 

significant community knowledge and influence; and assessing the community’s readiness 

for change.
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Engage in community change with a long-term view

“Something as complex and large as reducing poverty takes a lot of time.” 

– Funding recipient

 
successful community engagement requires more than significant investment in understanding 
a community’s context; it also requires a great degree of patience, as results can be many years in 
the making.

In nwaf’s case, the foundation spent several years upfront engaging communities before 
committing to long-term investments. even then, the foundation found it had to wait for 
capacity to be developed – particularly in cases where community organizations were being 
started from the ground up. 

e  It .takes .time .to .establish .trust  .as a former staff member explained, “ten years seemed like a 
really long time. But from the community point of view, it was a very short time. we naively 
thought we could go into these areas, that we were smart and had money, and that we’d find 
people who shared our mission and ideals. we believed we would bond with those folks and 
march forward. we weren’t prepared for the slow process of earning trust.”

lesson learned

It is important to consider longer time frames when working toward community change, as it 

takes time to develop trust. Problems with higher complexity and unclear solutions require 

longer time horizons before results should be expected. 
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Plan carefully to put the right resources in the right places

“We had people with strong community organizing insights, but after getting in [to these 
communities], having organizers was a detriment. They were trying to organize, but you 
can’t do that from 500 miles away.” 

– Former staff member

when making a transition from traditional grantmaking to working directly with local 
community organizations and citizens, changes in skills, roles and responsibilities are likely to be 
required. It is important that the resources being applied to a given scenario are appropriate.

the northwest area foundation made a choice to move away from the more traditional 
practice of making grants toward operating programs directly within communities. although the 
foundation attempted to adjust to its new role, several learnings emerged:

e  Staff .skills .should .match .program .needs  In some cases, the staff that the foundation relied 
on did not have relevant and appropriate skill sets. one staff member said, “some of [the 
struggle we had] was that the folks we had hired to do field work were anti-institutional, and 
they saw tribal government and social services as a problem. [thinking they could adapt] 
was our mistake.” another staff member continued, “after entering these communities, we 
needed people who knew about community development, not organizing.”

e  .It .is .possible .to .bring .additional .voices .to .the .table  a board member noted, “within ventures, 
there were some positive lessons that we learned around the value of encouraging inclusiveness,  
and encouraging communities to reach out and bring people into the picture who would 
ordinarily be excluded or would exclude themselves from community projects.”

e  Distance .makes .it .harder .to .understand .what .is .taking .place  a former staff member questioned: 
“how do you build trust at a distance? In my head it’s oxymoronic. we honestly thought 
we could. and maybe you can – but you’d have to build it by leveraging a key institution, 
not starting from scratch with an entire community.” another staff member highlighted the 
challenges in attempting to work deeply with a community without a local presence: “there 
are foundations who engage with communities all over the world, but they usually have an 
intermediary, so it’s light touch. we were attempting to be high touch, and in many cases 
were starting new organizations. But we were doing this from afar, which made it hard to 
really see and understand what was happening.”

lesson learned

A high-touch approach to community engagement will stumble without a thoughtful and 

intentional approach. Through its experiences, the Northwest Area Foundation found that 

failing to match staff skills against program needs created significant challenges, while 

engaging stakeholders who might not otherwise raise their voices proved to be valuable. 

NWAF also found that working from a distance without an embedded local partner made it 

difficult in many cases to build trust.
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learninG as you Go 

a significant notion underlying nwaf’s new approach in 1998 was that the foundation would 
implement its strategy while intentionally directing resources and attention toward learning 
and refining plans along the way. despite the allocation of resources, however, the foundation 
experienced significant challenges with developing an effective “learning organization”; key 
lessons are summarized below.

Identify indicators of progress upfront 

“ We didn’t really know what the expected outcomes were and because of this we didn’t 
have anything to measure against.” 

– Funding recipient

 “ We didn’t build in effective evaluation from the very beginning. Board turnover and 
media inquiries raised questions about what the programs were accomplishing – we 
didn’t know how to express whether we were on track.”

 – Funding recipient

philanthropy’s great challenge is to find effective ways to impact significant social issues with 
limited resources, and evaluation is an important component in determining whether objectives 
are being met. unless goals are specified from the beginning, it can be nearly impossible to 
determine what, if any, impact a single organization’s resources are having against its mission. the 
more complex/broad a foundation’s strategy, the more difficult this can be.

one problem with nwaf’s ability to learn during this period stemmed from the challenge in 
defining the foundation’s ultimate objectives. the foundation’s difficulty in translating its theory 
into action also meant that nwaf struggled with being clear about its goals.

e  .Track .the .right .indicators .of .progress  Because the expected outcomes weren’t clear, what to 
monitor was not clear either. this resulted in tracking and reporting on a wide variety of 
measures that were not useful for informing changes in strategy. as a staff member noted, 
“there was so much data, sifting through it was tough.” 

e  .Translate .data .into .knowledge .and .adjust .implementation  unfortunately, the data that was 
being collected was so voluminous, and the lack of clarity around what specific pieces of data 
were most valuable was so significant, that translating data into knowledge and adjusting 
implementation did not always happen. staff explained, “there wasn’t an emphasis on 
learning – we didn’t look beyond the documentation.”
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lesson learned

It is important to build evaluation into programs from the beginning to ensure clarity 

regarding the program’s objectives and to be sure that energy expended on tracking and 

measurement is credible, relevant and useful. Understanding what decisions are being 

made, by whom, and what information is needed can go a long way in determining a 

program’s evaluation needs. 
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Put learning into practice

“ Reports were not read and discussed / digested / absorbed. They basically sat on a 
shelf or in the computer and after a while you couldn’t find them. The lessons were not 
heeded.” 

– Former staff member

“ NWAF’s core programs were so competitive that there were lots of things that 
were being learned within programs [but not shared across them]. For example, in 
Connections, [the lessons] about tools, strategies and products would’ve been helpful 
in Horizons communities but weren’t known.” 

– External interviewee

many organizations talk about being “learning oriented,” but putting learning into practice 
often requires an investment of significant time and resources, including dedicating technology, 
processes and people to organizational learning. 

although the northwest area foundation explicitly made learning a key component of its 
strategy during this period, the foundation ran into challenges in learning from its work and 
sharing lessons across the organization.

e  .the foundation made significant investments in evaluation learning systems, targeted 
program-level evaluation and cross-team meetings. despite these investments, lessons 
were not translated into actionable knowledge or applied across the foundation. a former 
staff member explained: “we didn’t have a formalized way of sharing [lessons]. a lot of 
information was written up and circulated. But I’d say we didn’t go far enough, to determine 
how we could actually apply the learnings – we weren’t as thoughtful as we should have 
been.” a board member also noted that although external stakeholders throughout the eight-
state region were providing feedback on the foundation’s approach, there was a failure to 
“keep our organizational ears open.”

e  .after the initial pilot of the horizons program, horizons staff took a “mini-pause” and 
identified key lessons that were incorporated into future phases of the work. a key finding 
for staff was that “forced clustering of communities didn’t work well.” the ventures program 
was pursuing a similar model of proposing cooperation between communities that may not 
have naturally come together. although staff recognized that “there was an attempt to share 
this learning with ventures staff,” it somehow “didn’t happen.”

lesson learned

The Northwest Area Foundation has learned that evaluation and learning requires a 

complex and integrated system of supports – including clear and accessible processes, 

technology and people – in order to identify learnings and share them across programs for 

maximum impact. These supports must also be matched by opportunities for listening to 

external stakeholders and incorporating learnings from others.
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Celebrate successes and learn from failure

“The Foundation had launched a bold and untested initiative, and there was a tendency 
to hope it would work out. There was a natural reluctance to see that it really wasn’t 
working. There was a natural denial about some of the bigger failings.” 

– Board member

“We need to give ourselves permission to make changes along the way, and to not be 
afraid to do so. We are going to make mistakes, and should be able to recognize this. 
Ultimately that’s how you learn the most.” 

– Current staff member

developing an environment in which learning is celebrated – and in which failure, while not 
pursued, is considered to be a learning opportunity rather than a cause for punishment – is 
critical to enabling staff to effectively assess their actions and make course corrections as needed.

nwaf faced several challenges related to developing a “learning culture” between 1998 and 2008:

e  .within the staff there were insufficient incentives to identify lessons and openly share them. 
a former staff member noted: “[It’s important to have] incentives that encourage staff to be 
honest in addressing and facing problems. If something really challenging has happened, 
this should be able to be talked about and people should be rewarded for dealing with the 
problem.” at nwaf, program staff success was linked to success of individual grantees, 
rather than to the foundation as a whole; this made it very difficult for staff to admit that 
things were not working as intended.

e  .In some cases, the foundation did learn from its “failures.” In its evaluations of the horizons 
program, nwaf “found that a major flaw was in getting communities to directly focus on 
poverty.” staff actively worked to address these concerns, through a “redesign of nwaf’s 
approach, bringing on new partners, and ceasing relationships with others.” the openness to 
learning within the horizons program was considered refreshing by stakeholders who were 
part of the process. an external interviewee stated, “It was really interesting, to objectively 
focus on what was done wrong and how it could be fixed.”

lesson learned

In this case, the Foundation learned that fostering a culture of learning does matter, 

particularly when encouraging staff to feel comfortable identifying missteps and converting 

those experiences into learning opportunities. Although developing a “culture” of learning 

can be challenging for many organizations, the Foundation’s experience with its Horizons 

program demonstrated that under the right circumstances, staff can effectively identify and 

apply lessons learned.
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adjustinG aPProach to Governance

a strong governance model is an important component to any foundation’s success. In 2000, the 
northwest area foundation shifted its governance structure toward a policy orientation based 
on the carver model of governance. this shift, in addition to other factors related to board 
governance, created challenges for all stakeholders, including staff and grantees. 

Keep board members in touch with implementation

“It is relatively easy to talk about a board as a strategic engine for a foundation. It is very 
hard for it to be relegated to being exclusively strategic. The more we were told by 
consultants that policy governance meant we should avoid being tactical, the more we 
felt we were behind a curtain we couldn’t peek out from behind. It created a dissonance 
that was productive at best, and destructive at worst.” 

– Board member

when a significant portion of the work is high-risk, long-term, and a significant departure from 
the old way of doing things, foundations need the wisdom of their boards to help ensure they 
stay on track relative to the organization’s goals and objectives. 

unfortunately, nwaf’s board members during this 10-year period were fairly removed from 
oversight of the organization’s implementation of its strategy. some of this was due to the 
way in which nwaf implemented a policy governance model, which led to the removal of 
programmatic oversight as one of the board’s responsibilities. Instead, the board opted to focus 
exclusively on setting strategic direction for the foundation, and decided that operational 
oversight ought to be managed exclusively by the ceo and foundation management. for 
example, the board gave grantmaking authority to nwaf management, electing to receive 
reports from staff after grants had already been approved.

e  .this led to a situation in which the nwaf board was distanced from the foundation’s work, 
and arguably gave management too much autonomy. In reflecting on this approach, one 
board member explained, “with ventures agreements in general, the board had almost no 
awareness of how little flexibility the foundation had retained to terminate or modify the 
agreements if the partnerships proved ineffective.” as another board member noted, “any 
organization that is going in a new direction needs more oversight.”

e  .the board’s implementation of a policy governance model made understanding impact more 
challenging. an employee stated that the model “created false barriers”; a board member 
noted, “the board did receive reports on the grants that had been made, and it could inquire 
about the progress of grants and partnerships.” however, this was limited “to the extent that 
such inquiry might be thought appropriate to its policy-setting role.” Board members also 
suggested that regularly scheduled, periodic reviews of the strategic framework are the best 
way to fulfill the board’s strategic role, as this can keep them in touch with the progress that 
is being made in implementation and enable them to course correct if the foundation’s goals 
are not being met.
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lesson learned

All governing bodies must balance accountability and autonomy. While setting strategic 

direction is an important role for any board, maintaining enough oversight to stay 

connected to implementation and progress toward goals is also critical. For example, 

several interviewees suggested that reviewing the strategy on a regular basis could 

have ensured that board members had dedicated space to consider how well strategic 

decisions were doing against intended goals.
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Encourage board members to use their voice 

“In the way [NWAF] was using the Carver method, the board could not find an 
appropriate way to examine and formulate, let alone do anything about, its growing 
concerns with Ventures.” 

– Board member

In order to play their roles effectively, board members should feel able to voice suggestions and 
concerns. Board members often have strong ties to the constituents served and can be a source of 
valuable insight for both strategy development and understanding of implementation progress.

during this period, the challenges nwaf board members faced in understanding the 
foundation’s progress against its goals were further heightened by a perception that the 
governance model inhibited the board’s ability to voice its concerns. one board member noted, 
“the request to extend ventures made us uneasy, but we couldn’t put our finger on it until one of 
us mentioned the foundation’s slipping credibility across the region.” although board members 
were hearing comments from external colleagues about the difficulties ventures programs were 
facing, they explained, “It was very difficult to incorporate it into the foundation’s internal 
dialogue.” In hindsight, board members and staff expressed a desire to learn how to take full 
advantage of the “street-level” information to which board members have access.

lesson learned

Board members play a unique and necessary role in guiding a Foundation toward its 

objectives. While it is important to allow for autonomy that enables board members and 

staff to best leverage their expertise and resources, board members must have a forum for 

open and explicit conversation, and feel comfortable voicing concerns.
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Ensure board members are effectively informed 

“ There was a lot of written material – the reports never cut it, and no matter what, we 
couldn’t satisfy the board.” 

– Former staff member

In order to do their jobs effectively, board members must be given information that is credible, 
reliable and directly tied to the decisions they make. without clarity as to what decisions they 
are making and what information they need, board members may not be aligned in pursuit 
of common goals, may find themselves buried in too much irrelevant data, or may feel under-
informed and unable to appropriately assess progress toward strategic goals.

e  .once the nwaf board began to realize that the foundation’s activities were facing 
significant challenges, they actively re-engaged in providing guidance to staff. however, the 
board wasn’t sure what information it needed for decision making, which made it difficult for 
staff to meet their needs. this led to significant extra and unnecessary work and frustration 
for both board and staff when ultimately a perception resulted that the wrong information 
was being asked for and provided. a staff member noted, “that was one of our frustrations – 
we couldn’t figure out what they wanted us to do.”

lesson learned

In situations where oversight is critical (when implementing a new strategy, for example), it 

is important to give board members the information that they need in order to determine 

whether the intended goals are being met. NWAF walked away from this experience with a 

much stronger understanding that developing clarity around what decisions must be made 

by board members, and what information best meets those needs, is a critical component 

of effective governance. While it can be challenging to explicitly articulate what information 

is needed, it is a necessary step toward ensuring that staff can support board members in 

effectively meeting their responsibilities for oversight and governance.
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From 2008 to the Present: How the Foundation Has Evolved

although we have hIghlIghted many lessons In these pages that relate to areas 
in which the foundation would have liked to perform better, there are important success stories 
that should not go unmentioned. several foundation partners noted that the foundation 
has created commitment for communities to move forward in addressing poverty. as one 
external interviewee commented: “they have clearly created capacity, both within communities 
and individuals, to do this work. the level of engagement in nwaf communities has been 
significantly enhanced. though they’re not quite there yet, they are making inroads.”

the northwest area foundation has learned significant lessons from this period in its history 
and is building from its accomplishments as it continues its journey to learn from missteps that 
were made. the foundation is committed to acting on these lessons in the following ways:

Increasing strategic clarity 

the foundation’s board and staff have engaged in driving toward greater strategic clarity. In 
2008, the foundation announced a revised strategic plan with the following mission statement:

The mission of the Northwest Area Foundation is to support efforts by the people, 
organizations and communities of our eight-state region to reduce poverty and achieve 
sustainable prosperity.

to pursue this mission, the foundation has identified three core sets of activities that will guide 
its work – engaging in asset and wealth creation, seeking improved public policy solutions, 
and strengthening leadership capacity. these are explained in the foundation’s 2008 theory of 
change:

If we

Draw on the wisdom and experience of others;

Use our resources to support, collaborate with, and build on the work of proven or 
promising change agents including organizations, public officials, communities and other 
foundations who are committed to addressing systemic causes of poverty;

Commit our resources wisely to create assets and build wealth among low-income 
people, impact public policy and build leadership capacity for this work in low-income 
communities; and

Adapt our approach as we learn from our experiences

Then we 

Will contribute to the sustainable reduction of poverty in our eight-state region.
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nwaf is currently making shorter-term grants, due both to the legacy of long-term 
commitments that continue to tie up funds and to its desire to test ideas and work with 
promising organizations that may create significant impact. the foundation does intend to 
provide longer-term support to grantees in the future (though this may be achieved through 
repeated, short-term grants rather than single, long-term grants). the foundation has also taken 
steps to assess risk for individual grants as part of the approval process and is looking at ways to 
balance risk across the portfolio. although staff members suggest, “the board is skittish about 
risk right now,” they indicate, “we will get to a point where we can take more risk.” 

the foundation is also engaging in dialogue about definitions of poverty and success: according 
to a current staff member: “If we are supposed to have had a measurable poverty-reducing effect, 
did we achieve it? the answer is probably no, but that is probably the wrong goal. If we lower 
our sights and talk about raising the awareness of poverty, about enhancing social capital and 
civic engagement, and if we acknowledge that these are small rural communities, I do think 
horizons has had a bracing effect and is giving communities a sense of vigor and efficacy. this 
is tremendous and deserves to be celebrated.” In conversations internally and with grantees, the 
foundation has shifted its language from discussions about expectations to being more explicit 
about “expected outcomes,” a nuance that board members view as increasing clarity regarding 
objectives and goals. foundation staff and board members recognize that more can be done to 
hone in on a more narrowly focused strategy, and strategic conversations continue.

Drawing on the wisdom of others

the foundation is committed to being more explicit with grantees about roles and 
responsibilities. the foundation’s revised theory of change makes explicit its approach of drawing 
“on the wisdom and experience of others,” a move away from being directive and toward 
authentically partnering with others who have cultural/geographical context and experience. as 
noted previously, the foundation’s work with naya is an example of moving away from leading 
conversations with money and toward a more genuine and power-balanced partnership. 

Working with proven and promising organizations

the foundation is now shifting from working with communities and building new organizations 
to engaging with proven and promising change agents, including organizations, public officials, 
communities and other foundations that are committed to addressing systemic causes of poverty. 
to support this work, the foundation has made internal structural changes such as shifting 
employees from community liaison roles toward more conventional program officer positions. 
the foundation is also actively working to leverage its grantmaking, by working to influence 
government engagement and by introducing grantees to peer funders and other organizations 
that can provide further funding or technical assistance.

Turning learning into actionable knowledge

nwaf has taken several steps toward making learning an embedded part of its daily work. the 
foundation recently hired an evaluation and analysis program officer to oversee learning and 
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evaluation activities, and created an evaluation and learning team to identify and implement 
opportunities for foundation-wide learning. nwaf is working to develop evaluation and 
learning capacity internally through the establishment of an evaluation system, and is in the 
process of developing an intelligence system for capturing internal knowledge.

Balancing board and staff roles 

the foundation has formally shifted away from the carver governance model and back to a 
more traditional board structure, with a program committee providing guidance to staff. there 
also has been a change from guarded to open communication between board and staff members, 
with management actively encouraging and facilitating board-staff interaction. the foundation is 
also working with a process improvement specialist to assist with facilitating information sharing 
between board and staff. 
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Conclusion

the northwest area foundatIon acKnowledges that It Is stIll very much on a 
journey toward increasing its effectiveness in reducing poverty within its region. a bold vision 
for change is not enough; it is critical for foundations to translate that vision into a clear and 
actionable strategy, work effectively with grantee partners and communities, and learn and course 
correct. while the lessons contained in this report are not necessarily unique or groundbreaking, 
the northwest area foundation hopes that these stories from its past will encourage others to 
reflect on their own experiences, and to incorporate these lessons into their own work. the 
foundation looks forward to continued learning in its ongoing efforts to reduce poverty and 
build sustainable prosperity in its communities. 
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Appendix 2

recoMMendations FroM the urban indian coMMunity task Force28

1.  the foundation should review its policies that govern leadership and oversight of large-scale 
projects in order to improve management oversight and problem identification at all levels.

2.  the foundation should review its policies that provide for community feedback that will 
serve all levels of management. the policies should require the ceo to visit and get to know 
community leaders and establish an open communication link to his office.

3.  the foundation should review its policies to determine if changes are needed in order to 
improve multicultural orientation and leadership skills for those involved in its multicultural, 
multi-ethnic environments. further review should be made of those policies relevant to 
hiring practices when cultural and ethnic expertise is required to ensure that legitimate 
knowledge is being acquired and used.

4.  the foundation should re-engage the urban Indian communities directing foundation staff 
to develop a process and structure with equal partnership and co-creation of a plan. the 
re-engagement should redefine the foundation and urban Indian partnerships so that it 
includes shared participation and equal power structures. 

5.  the foundation should review its policies to broaden the financial audit and the authorities 
of the audit committee of the board of directors to include an operational assessment and 
financial disclosure of large-scale projects.

6.  the foundation should direct its staff to establish a community-driven calendar as opposed 
to artificially imposed deadlines. this kind of timeline will serve to create agreement and 
commitment on meeting deadlines.

7.  the foundation should direct its staff to establish clear outcomes and clearly articulated 
review criteria at the beginning of the project planning.

8.  the foundation should direct its staff to immediately bring a plan for the board of directors’ 
review and approval to re-engage urban Indian communities.

9.  native american youth and family center (naya) and the foundation should submit 
separate letters to national committee for responsive philanthropy (ncrp) stating the 
successful and positive outcome of the project.

10.  the foundation should review its policies to ensure that they do not allow for consultants 
paid by the foundation to have their reports modified or censored by foundation staff for 
the purposes of reflecting favorably on the foundation without merit.




